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1. Acronyms explained
• CCPI:

Code for Construction Product Information

• CPA:		

Construction Products Association

• CPIL:		

Construction Product Information Ltd

• MIG:		

Marketing Integrity Group

• TA: 		

Trade Associations & Organisations

• P:		

Provider of construction product information

• U:		

User of construction product information
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2. Background
The Code for Construction Product Information (CCPI) has been developed by the Construction Products
Association (CPA) specifically to address how product information is presented and marketed by
manufacturers. The CPA was tasked by Dame Judith Hackitt’s Review, and the Government, to respond
to the issues raised in her report ‘Building A Safer Future’. The report confirmed that radical change
was needed for construction products, particularly in the areas of testing, information and marketing.
Having been tasked by the Review and Government, the CPA formed the Marketing Integrity Group (MIG),
which includes senior representatives of leading building material manufacturers, suppliers and other organisations
knowledgeable about the construction sector. The Group focussed on tackling shortcomings highlighted in ‘Product
Information’ identified in Chapter 7 of Dame Judith’s report.
The MIG’s work represents two years of open debate, discussion and engagement across the construction supply
chain, and includes detailed analysis of its industry-wide Call for Evidence survey in 2019. This survey confirmed that
for product and performance information to be trusted, it must be Clear, Accurate, Up-to-date, Accessible and
Unambiguous. These five points are the acid tests that stand behind the new Code and its 11 Clauses.
From the first stage ‘Call for Evidence’ in 2019, together with feedback from a number of face-to-face interviews, focus
groups and open debates, the MIG collated the extensive input and developed the CCPI. However, before its formal
launch, it was important that the MIG reached out to the industry again for a sense check of the new Code, so a final
independent industry-wide consultation was launched on 1st February 2021. The official deadline for submissions was
31st March 2021, but entries were still coming in during April and May. Given the importance of this new Code,
late entries have been included in the analysis, and key organisations, where contribution was expected, have been
followed up.
Overall, strenuous efforts have been made by the CPA and MIG to encourage contributions from as many sectors as
possible so that the CCPI reflects the views, knowledge, and expertise of the whole construction supply chain. This
included a high profile PR and marketing programme across trade media, social media and eshots to build awareness;
the development of a dedicated website to host the consultation report and other relevant information; and a number
of webinars, workshops and training sessions during February, March and April to explain the CCPI and its significance,
and to encourage response.
The CCPI was developed specifically to focus our industry’s direct response to Chapter 7 of Dame Judith’s report,
which itself was a response to the Grenfell Tower fire. The issue of safety, for buildings and their occupants, is
paramount in the report’s recommendations and therefore in the CPA’s response to the report. The CPA is committed
to supporting those recommendations and its aim is to ensure that work in this area will result in the change to culture
and practice in construction that the Hackitt Report called for.
While the CCPI addresses a specific challenge related to product information, it is by no means the CPA’s only response
to what is a broad spectrum of issues highlighted by Dame Judith for the construction industry. The CPA continues
to support and lead other crucial workstreams, including improved competency in the industry, the digitalisation of
product information (that will enable her ‘Golden Thread’), and the need for clearer and more robust building and
product regulations. However, the CCPI is a vital piece of the jigsaw in the drive for Better Data, for Safer Buildings.
Once the MIG has considered the extensive feedback from the consultation and makes any necessary amendments
to the CCPI, it will be handed to Construction Product Information Ltd (CPI Ltd), a not-for-profit organisation with
independent governance and management being set-up to administer the CCPI when it is launched later this year.
The role of CPI Ltd will be to guard the CCPI, assess and verify registrations, and manage and audit registrants on an
ongoing basis. It will put in place an independent skills-based governance structure with independent leadership to bring
valuable, broad experience and expertise from other relevant industries and sectors as well as from within the industry.
The CPI Ltd will be carrying out pilot test cases before the CCPI is formally launched later in 2021. The CCPI and its
Clauses will be regularly reviewed by the CPI Ltd to ensure they remain valid and relevant, and continue to develop in
line with changes or developments in the industry, be that regulatory or otherwise.
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3. Introduction
This report is the main body of evidence received from Trade Associations & Organisations, Providers
and Users through the consultation. The input from Trade Associations was particularly extensive and
detailed.
The report is split into two parts. Part 1 covers results and feedback from Trade Associations & Organisations (TA).
Part 2 details results from Providers and Users (P&U).

A total of 35 Trade Associations and 180 individual Providers and Users took part:
• Providers include manufacturers (103) and distributors with own brand (9).
• Users (68) include contractors, installers, architects, consultants, certification bodies, distributors without own
brand and others.
• The ‘others’ in the User sample include organisations that were neither Providers nor Users (advisors,
consultants, database/IT companies), who have strong opinions. These responses, as well as those by certification
bodies, have been included, in the interest of allowing anyone within the industry to comment.
• Responses from merchants and distributors include some very large distributors. However, distributors felt the
consultation was less relevant to them and would need more information before commenting.
• Thirty three out of the 35 Trade Associations & Organisations that took part in the Consultation contributed on
behalf of their Provider and User members, representing many thousands of individual member firms in the UK.
This was a highly publicised, open consultation where organisations and member bodies across construction were
actively encouraged to submit views on the CCPI. It was not a structured survey, with set quotas from specific
audiences. A key requirement was to publish the CCPI and its 11 Clauses in a consultation report, and give everyone
across the industry the widest opportunity to comment before the MIG transfers it to the CPIL in preparation for its
launch later in 2021.
The MIG aimed to make the consultation as representative and broad as possible, and to encourage Trade Associations,
their members, and other bodies to engage, that it extended the initial deadline of the end of March by a further two
months. Trade Associations and other organisations were chased repeatedly and reminded to input their views and
their members’ views. We are confident therefore that all those organisations and companies that had something to
contribute, whether positive or negative, have done so, and the MIG can work with their detailed feedback to make the
necessary modifications to the Code.
We have to assume that organisations that were specifically asked to comment, but did not or chose not to, were
content with the Code as it stands.
The 2021 consultation should not be compared with the Call for Evidence consultation undertaken by NBS in 2019.
The purpose of the 2019 consultation was to gather views from the industry on what was needed in order to respond
to the task that had been set by Dame Judith in her report. The development of the CCPI by the MIG is the product of
the feedback received across construction in 2019.
The responses were a mix of quantitative and qualitative input. It is important the results are not seen purely from a
statistical viewpoint. The quality, depth and detail, expertise and relevance of the responses received are important, and
there was a very large amount of constructive input.
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4. Methodology
• The consultation was carried out independently, using the services of industry specialists, MRA Research.
• Sector based PR, social media and eshots were used to promote the survey to target audiences and encourage
participation from all parts of the industry. In addition, MRA Research emailed 300 contractors and 1,370
specifiers including the Top 100 architects and engineering firms. Trade Associations representing both Providers
and Users were contacted directly by the CPA.
• The survey was conducted on a confidential basis – i.e. respondents’ names and company names are not
attributed in the reporting and completed surveys were not passed to the CPA or the MIG unless requested by
the respondent or consent was provided. This ensures objectivity and is a requirement of the Market Research
Society Code of Conduct.
• The questions and marketing activity were aimed specifically at Providers and Users of construction product
information; and Trade Associations speaking on behalf of their members or market sectors.
• Three separate questionnaires were completed for the three groups, accessible online via the dedicated website.
PDF copies of the questionnaires were also made available for those who preferred to submit their replies
electronically in this form. All responses were monitored and gathered by MRA Research.
• Slightly different questions were asked of the three groups. The data was analysed separately using a mix of
quantitative and qualitative methods.
• All questionnaires included a number of open questions, with the aim of gathering as much feedback as possible
and allowing participants to share their views freely and in full. There was no character limit set on open
questions.
• The questionnaire for Trade Associations and Organisations was largely qualitative to allow for comment on
issues of specific importance to each Trade Association and its members. Some respondents submitted purely
qualitative comments directly to MRA Research. This resulted in the majority of Trade Associations and member
bodies engaging with the consultation on a deep level and providing detailed feedback and suggestions to
accompany their responses.
• Respondents were required to read the Consultation report before completing the questionnaire, and a number
of additional and insightful comments were also submitted to MRA Research outside the structure of the
questionnaires.
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5. Respondent Profile - TA
In general, participation was broad and provided good coverage
of the industry as a whole. A large number of trade associations
and member bodies representing a wide range of product
sectors and professions took part. Below is a list of the sectors
covered by the respondents that took part in the consultation
(listed in alphabetical order):

• Architectural hardware, doorset manufacturers,
access control and door automation
• Builders’ merchants
• Building services engineers
• Building services, mechanical and electrical
contractors
• Building with timber
• Ceramic product manufacturers, including
construction products (bricks, roof tiles, clay
drainage pipes, floor and wall tiles and sanitaryware)
• Clay brick and paver manufacturers
• Contract flooring
• Electrical sector
• Engineering
• External wall insulation
• Finishes and interior sector
• Heating & hot water
• Local authority building control departments
• Manufacturers and installers of industrial doors,
garage doors, automated gates, doorsets and
associated building hardware
• Mastic asphalt
• Metal based roofing and cladding
• Mineral products, cement aggregates, concrete,
precast concrete etc.
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• Mineral wool insulation manufacturers
• Plasterboard & plaster manufacturers
• Plastics industry
• Precast concrete & blocks
• Rigid polyisocyanurate (PIR) and polyurethane (PUR)
insulation products
• Roofing contractors
• Single ply roofing
• Specialist bespoke and custom-made fire doors
• Specialist fire protection; passive fire protection
manufacturers, installers and bodies who test
certificate the same
• Temporary works
• The timber supply chain (forest owners/sawmillers,
importers, merchants, traders, distributors)
• UK manufacturers of steel faced, PIR core insulated
panel systems
• Wholesalers and distributors of electrotechnical
products (i.e. cable management, lighting, circuit
protection, power distribution, electric HVAC, alarm
& security etc.) and a wide group of affiliate suppliers
and manufacturers of electrotechnical products.
• Windows, doors, conservatories & curtain walling
• Wood based panel manufacturers
• Woodworking, joinery and manufacturing

9

In terms of the position of the person submitting the response, these were at a high level. All except two
responses were completed by somebody senior within the organisation.
The job titles of respondents included (in no particular order):

• Chief Executive

• Head of Technical

• Chair/Director

• Technical Director

• General/Company Secretary

• Technical Affairs Manager

• General Manager & Federation Secretary

• Technical and Strategic Adviser

• SHE Director

• Technical Manager

• Built Environment Lead

• Senior Technical Officer

• Head of Public Affairs, Policy and Press

• Industrial Issues Executive

• Head of Digital

• Regulatory Specialist

• ETIM Project Manager

Of the 35 respondents, 33 (94%) responded on behalf of their members. Only 2 (6%) responded as personal
opinion.
The following analysis covers quantitative responses. The base numbers for these questions vary as some
respondents preferred to provide detailed verbatim comment instead.
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6. Overall Impression Of The Code - TA
6.1

How easy is the Code to understand?

The Code is generally considered easy to understand.
• Just under 80% of member organisations said it was fairly easy or very easy to understand.
• When asked how easy CCPI would be to understand for their members, 68% thought members would find it
either fairly or very easy to understand. A small proportion (6%) said members may find it fairly difficult.
• None of the Trade Associations thought that the CCPI would be very difficult for them or for their members
to understand.
How easy is the Code to understand... for your Members / for your Trade Body? (Base 31)

6.2

To what extent does the CCPI meet your expectations?

• None of the respondents said it didn’t meet their expectations.
• Just under a third said it completely meets their expectations, while 44% said it almost meets their
expectations.
To what extent does the Code for Construction Product Information meet your expectations?
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Those that answered ‘Almost’ or ‘Partially’ were then asked if they felt anything was missing or not addressed in the
Code. This identified a need for further clarification around the following:
• Application and auditing

• Policing and enforcement

• Funding and costs

• How/if it will connect with existing schemes or
standards

• Use of the Code for technical guidance
documents

• Commercially sensitive data

• Definitions/Terminology

• Traceability

• Training to ensure competency

• Achieving compliance and industry-wide adoption

• Sustainability & ‘green claims’
Below is a more detailed summary of the comments.
What is missing or not addressed in the Code? Summary
•

Concerns over the application and auditing of the Code. It is voluntary and additional cost. This could
limit take up as it adds an extra layer to members.

•

Include some recommendations for training to ensure competency as it can vary so much.

•

Clarification relating to the use of the Code for technical guidance documents and advice issued to the
specification industry by associations.

•

The Code fails to recognise the differing information requirements for different types of products.

•

The Code is only one part of a wider picture. Success depends on industry wide adoption of
independently managed unique identifiers for individual SKUs, legislation and compatibility between
data standards. Understanding of the scale of cultural, procedural and technological changes that will be
required is essential. There is some ambiguity over what is meant by “product information”.

•

Encouragement to comply should be aimed at companies throughout the supply chain.

•

Clauses 8 & 9 could be improved by mentioning embodied carbon values associated with the raw
materials and manufacturing of products. Clause 2 mentions the need for unique identifiers to be used
“where appropriate”, however the practical adoption is less clear.

•

More detail on the policing and enforcement. Question on whether it is possible for an industry to selfregulate itself i.e. police and enforce.

•

The Code needs to cover unique object identifier, agreed/defined product data templates, machine read
data and interpretability with other data standards and BIM requirements.

•

Concerns about policing and effectiveness; and releasing test reports with sensitive data.

•

More clarity is needed in the area of training programmes to ensure that anyone conveying product
information is ‘competent’.

•

There needs to be industry-wide clarity and consistency around language, especially around green claims
where there may not be official standards or clearly established definitions in place.

•

More clarity with regards to imported goods.

•

More detail on how the Code will work with existing standards, and how it will be funded.

•

The Code does not address traceability.

•

Clause 3 refers to a competent user but does not define the term.

•

Clause 5 should include a time limit to respond to a request on performance claims.
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7. Importance & Ability To Comply - TA
7.1		

How important is it to your trade body that members comply with the new Code?

Of those who responded, 97% thought it was very or fairly important to comply. None of the respondents said it
was unimportant.
How important is it that members comply with the new Code?

Respondents were then asked to rate the relevance of each Clause to their members and the sector they represent,
on scale of 1 Not at all relevant to 5 Very relevant.
• The base response to this question varied by attribute between 24 and 26 out of the 35 member
organisations. The balance consists of ‘Don’t Know’ answers or a non response.
• Of those who answered, all of the Clauses were rated high for relevance.
• Clauses 4 and 5 were considered the most relevant to their members, with an average score of 4.92 and 86%
of respondents rating them as ‘Very Relevant’. Clause 3 closely followed with an average score of 4.88 and
82% of respondents rating it as ‘Very Relevant’.
• Clause 10 had the lowest share of ‘Very Relevant’ ratings at 54%. As a side note, the Provider survey showed
that many Providers said they already comply with this Clause.
Relevance of each clause of the Code to members
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7.2

Members’ ability to comply with the Code

Respondents were asked to what extent their members will be able to comply with each Clause, on a scale of
1 Very difficult to comply to 5 Very easy to comply.
• The base response to this question varied by attribute between 19 and 23 out of the 35 respondents, with a
higher proportion of respondents unable to answer the question.
• Of those who answered, it was thought that Clauses 6, 7 and 10 would be the easiest for members to comply
with, closely followed by Clause 3. None of the respondents thought members would find it difficult to
comply with Clauses 3, 6 or 10.
• Respondents expressed most uncertainty around members’ ability to comply with Clause 11: Robust training
programme to ensure that anyone conveying ‘Product Information’ is competent.
Members’ ability to comply with each clause of the Code

7.3

Concerns over members’ ability to comply
• Respondents were asked if they had any concerns around their members’ ability to comply. Despite the
general positive attitude towards compliance and the introduction of the Code, 59% of respondents have
concerns around their members’ ability to comply. Just under one in five respondents (17%) had no concerns,
and 24% said they didn’t know. This question represented 29 responses.
• Those who had concerns were asked what they were. Of those commenting, many had more than one
concern. The key concerns are mainly:
		 • Small businesses’ ability to comply
		 • Resource limitations
		 • Specific or non-standard products/batches/applications/bespoke
		 • Providing commercially sensitive information
		 • Cost
		 • Competence & Training
		 • Testing requirements
		 • Concern around distributors’ ability to comply
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A number also said further clarification would be required for their members to be able to comply. Below is a
summary of comments.
Concerns around member’s ability to comply - Summary
•

Policing imported products through distributors.

•

Concerns over how smaller businesses would be able to demonstrate compliance as they often
communicate and win business through word of mouth and recommendations rather than through
website and literature.

•

Most manufacturers are small to medium sized and don’t have the luxury of resource. Many may see that
they are already doing what is required for the Code. How the code is presented is therefore important.
The Code needs to be linked with existing third-party product certification processes.

•

Test results - some members feel that this is commercially sensitive and are reluctant to share the full
detail.

•

Concerns over the ability to establish and maintain robust training programmes for some smaller
manufacturers.

•

Concern over availability of testing capacity that allows members to produce full information on the
performance of their product in a system.

•

May need to encourage companies to become involved as some may not have the resource or budget to
fully comply.

•

Compliance will involve digitalisation of the relevant processes. Resources and know-how are at a
premium and the Code will add further pressure. Cost may also be a barrier. Consider introducing the
Code in a phased way, so suppliers could aim to achieve partial compliance (based on a points scoring
system).

•

The myriad of small companies in the industry won’t have marketing departments or relevant processes
and will need a lot of guidance and support. Investment in qualifications to demonstrate at least a degree
of competence is lacking. This will require a shift in attitudes and budgets. Cost will also be an issue,
particularly for small companies.

•

Sensitive information from test reports may not be readily available.

•

The ability to create PDSs for full product ranges.

•

Need better understanding of the time and resource implications and having some clarity around
the processes involved. Important to strike the right balance between commercial confidentiality and
transparency.

•

Construction products vary significantly, with very different levels of complexity so a consistent approach
is essential.

•

Clause 11: Competence is important, but clarification is needed as to how far this requirement goes and
what kind of measures would constitute compliance.

•

Too busy, not of primary importance to them.

•

Some members who distribute third party products are concerned that the original manufacturers will
be identified in performance data and test reports.

•

Too much of a burden for small manufacturers. A tiered approach to reduce the burden on low risk
products should be considered.

•

Increased commercial costs to compete against those who choose not to sign up to the Code.

•

Time, resource and understanding/knowledge of what is required to comply.
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7.4		

Expected time to achieve full compliance with the Code

• Less than one in three (31%) answered ‘Don’t know’ and commented that they would need more clarity on
what would be required to achieve full compliance in order to answer the question.
• Of those that were able to confirm a timeframe, 38% thought it could be achieved within 2 years of the
Code launching.

How long do you expect it to take for members to achieve full compliance? (Base - 29)
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8. Implementing The Code - TA
8.1

What do you see as the ONE biggest challenge in implementing the Code?

• Answers to this question overlapped with the previous question on ‘concerns around member’s ability
to comply’.
• Resource was considered the biggest challenge, closely followed by cost, time and industry adoption.
• Other mentions included competence, audit process, sharing of information, and testing.
A more detailed summary of comments is below.
ONE biggest challenge - Summary
•

Finance.

•

Time/cost.

•

Implementing across all of the relevant parts of the company.

•

Much of what is published is marketing led. Reaching a balance between sales and marketing imperatives,
may create issues.

•

The assessment and auditing process will be a barrier in terms of cost and additional admin for members.
Small companies will find it harder.

•

Convincing members that it is necessary alongside existing third-party product and process certification.
Important they don’t see it as just another money-spinning and promotion scheme. How will it add value
to their operations?

•

It’s a voluntary code. Pressure to comply will help, and inclusion on tenders is a good start, but regulatory
powers would get it over the line.

•

Ensuring that employees involved with product information have the relevant knowledge

•

Members being able to get product/system testing completed in a timely way.

•

Cost in time and money.

•

The variety of materials and products to be covered, with varying information requirements.

•

Cultural change from seeing product information as an overhead to seeing it as the creation and
management of a key strategic asset to the business. If this can be overcome then there will be a
willingness to make resources available, invest in training etc.

•

Proof of competence: investment in qualification-based training is not widespread.

•

Control of how distribution/merchant partners use/share manufacturer’s information downstream.

•

The Code is voluntary so may limit take-up.

•

Non-enforcement would result in members not bothering to make the effort due to costs involved.

•

The administrative burden, especially for smaller companies.

•

Having sufficient resources to deliver a consistent approach.

•

Time and resource.

•

Addressing the number of lines and associated literature, web pages and touch points and the myriad of
formats that the marketing content is delivered in is a significant challenge. The scope is also very broad in
terms of performance parameters and this adds to the complexity.

•

Liability – making it clear that manufacturers are not responsible for design and construction when their
components feed into more complex systems.

•

Resources.
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8.2

How will you be supporting members to achieve compliance?

The responses to this question vary widely, but the main ways member organisations plan to support their
members are through:
• Communication – newsletters, emails, etc. to disseminate any updates or changes, and include any guidance
provided on the Code and best practice statements on their website.
• Supporting documents – webinars, guides, checklists, templates etc. to explain the CCPI and
the requirements.
• Training, advice & practical support – helpline, workshops, discussion groups, forums, and technical support
regarding testing and certifications.
A more detailed summary of comments is below.
Supporting members to achieve compliance - Summary
•

Advice and assistance.

•

Setting out templates.

•

Technical support regarding standards, testing, certification and regulations.

•

Examples and templates to help communicate how to comply with the CCPI. Clear and open
communication channels to members.

•

Advice and support.

•

Information, speaker sessions, condition of membership (possibly), heavy promotion, dissemination of
case studies.

•

Training for those involved with product information.

•

Regular information updates to members produced by relevant bodies like the CPA. Workshops to
inform, listen to member’s feedback and address any concerns.

•

Discussion groups to work through issues and to learn from the experience of others. MIG setting up a
help line or links to practical advice and support would be good.

•

Advice and consultancy and amending our data channel to incorporate CCPI requirements eg
manufacturers’ version control data. Publishing best practice and guidelines for manufacturers about
various aspects of product data, which could be used to provide guidance and support to help achieve
compliance.

•

Producing information & communications for members. Producing checklists or supporting materials.
Holding meetings throughout the country to bring CCPI knowledge up to speed and encourage take-up
among members.

•

Promoting the Code on the website.

•

Through dialogue with our members at our regular meetings.

•

Dissemination of information.

•

Make them aware of the Code.

•

Webinar training, guidance documents, email/telephone support.

•

Advice on issues such as terminology, providing a ‘critical eye’ over material if asked, highlighting any
potential non-compliance we become aware of, and actively promoting the initiative to the wider industry
to encourage specifiers to engage with Code-compliant manufacturers, provided there is full engagement
from members.

•

Communications/website.

•

Regular contact, helpline available. Webinars on how to comply.

•

Working groups, ongoing communications.

•

Communicating the benefits with assistance from the association’s Technical Committee.

•

Offering advice and knowledge, holding working groups/forums.
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8.3

Thoughts on the potential introduction of a Supporter’s Accreditation

Once the Code is launched, consideration will be given to introducing a Supporter’s Accreditation for companies
that demonstrate they are specifying, stocking or installing products from code-compliant manufacturers.
Respondents were asked for their thoughts on the potential introduction of this concept.
• Over half of the respondents thought a Supporter’s Accreditation would be a positive move. However, some
had concerns about how this would work in practice and would not support the introduction of one.
• Others wanted further information before stating whether this would be something they would support.
• A few asked whether the Supporter’s Accreditation would be for Trade Associations too.

Views on a Supporter’s Accreditation - Sentiment (Base - 29)
(Positive / Neutral / Negative)

A more detailed summary of comments is below.
Views on a Supporter’s Accreditation - POSITIVE - Summary
•

Accreditation could be helpful but need more detail of what the accreditation entails.

•

There needs to be a list of endorsing, supporting associations, but it shouldn’t be assumed. This needs
consultation and dialogue. Sector support is critical.

•

Good idea but how will it be policed? Some members supply products that would fall outside the scope
of the Code. Needs further thought.

•

We would support this. It means installer members can be involved who would not otherwise be able to
comply.

•

Good idea but needs to be backed by a Registered Trademark.

•

A positive move. This scheme would provide a framework to implement and publicise manufacturers
who have signed up to the Code.

•

Stockists should not be supporters; they should be covered by full Code compliance.  Specifiers: no
commercial or even moral imperative for them to be ‘supporters’ . Trade federations: There is a case that
associations should be fully Code compliant rather than just a ‘Supporter’.
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•

Support the concept, as long as it doesn’t just become another badge. It needs independent verification
to monitor.

•

May be beneficial to some members as a way to indicate their support for clear, valid and current
information on construction products.

•

Attractive proposition but need to consider it practically ie whether it is realistic to expect ‘supporters’
to stop using a manufacturer if they lose their CCPI licence.

•

Creating a pull is a useful tool in any new initiative. Also important to align it to the Advertising Standards
Authority.

•

Good idea. Can a trade association sign up as a Code Supporter?

•

Positive move forwards.

•

Support of the Code and accreditation sends the message that the industry is self regulating.

Views on a Supporter’s Accreditation - NEGATIVE - Summary
•

If all companies are creating clear certificates and there is a definite policing route then ‘supporters’ will
not be necessary.

•

It should be voluntary and not seen as a promotional tool. It could be seen as an additional income
stream with high risks attached.

•

Caution is needed as some stockists and contractors may be stocking or installing products from Codecompliant and non Code-compliant manufacturers. Having a Supporter’s Accreditation may be counterproductive in this case.

•

There may be competition issues.

•

Could lead to illegal blacklisting and protectionism.

•

This could be problematical. It’s unrealistic to expect distributors to only stock products from Codecompliant manufacturers. Ideally the initiative needs to be driven by specification/Tier 1, helping to stop
product substitution.

Views on a Supporter’s Accreditation – DON’T KNOW - Summary
•

Need more detail. Expectations would need to be manageable and proportionate, particularly for small
organisations.

•

There would need to be a substantial number of products registered otherwise there could be too much
restriction on choice of products available for projects.

•

It’s an interesting concept but will supporters stick to their principles?

•

Need to know more before commenting.

•

The main system should be in place and beta tested with users before an associated system is put in
place.

•

Interested but need more understanding of the Code and how/if it will work in practice.
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Respondents were then asked how likely they were to sign up to such a scheme on a scale of 1 Not Likely to 5
Likely. Over half (55%) rated likely (score 5) or quite likely (score 4). Just under a third said not likely. The overall
mean score was 3.34. See chart below.
Respondents were also asked whether such an accreditation would encourage more users of product information to
work with Code-compliant manufacturers. The majority (80%) thought it would, while 20% did not think it would.
Likelihood of ‘signing up’ to the Accreditation
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9. Upholding The Code - TA
9.1		

Do you agree with the certification process outlined in the Code?

Much of the ‘policing’ of the compliance with the Code will be peer based. Respondents were asked if they
agreed with the certification process outlined in the Code.
• Responses were mixed. However, on balance, more disagreed than agreed with the certification process.

Do you agree with the Certification Process?

Those that didn’t agree were asked why they didn’t agree. Many of the reasons had already been outlined in
response to other questions, but some of the key points being made included:
•

In certain market sectors such as heating and electrical there are already third party assessment schemes
which they are audited against, and there is concern it may be unnecessary for businesses that already comply
and have evidence of this.

•

A few respondents said that if there are no consequences for non-compliance, people who invest to comply
may be at a disadvantage.

•

Many also said more clarity was needed on the particular issue of policing/auditing.
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A more detailed summary of comments is below.
Reasons why Trade Associations don’t agree with the Certification process - Summary
•

Peer policing isn’t sufficient.

•

The certification process is unclear as it stands. Not sure what is meant by “peer based”.

•

For the Code to be successful it needs to gain widespread consensus that it is the right thing to do and
in developing recognised best practice, and not because it’s been imposed. The associations need to be
closely involved and it needs to be formally linked to third-party product and process certification.

•

No mention of UKCA/UKNI marking.

•

Peer policing isn’t robust. Could be open to “commercial gain” claims against competing products. For
safety critical products third party accreditation should be required.

•

Not enough detail as to how this will work in practice, how it will be arbitrated and how it will stop
nuisance accusations.

•

It needs to be audited by an external body for it to have real teeth.

•

The initial plan for Code compliance is too ambitious. More information is needed on how complaints will
be handled, appealed and sanctions applied.

•

The efficacy of the Code will only be as strong as the consequences of non-compliance.

•

Would need protection for whistle blowers or peer opinion from civil action if concerns raised are in
good faith. This will need to be balanced against protection for manufacturers for spurious claims of
misinformation.

9.2

Reporting Non-Compliant Manufacturers to CPIL

Respondents were asked whether they would report manufacturers to CPIL that were found not to be abiding by
the Code.
Over half of the respondents said they were not sure and that further information was needed to give a response.
However, 37% said they would, with some commenting that is part of a Trade Association’s role.

Reporting Non-Compliant Manufacturers to CPIL (Base - 30)
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10. Signing Up To The Code - TA
10.1
•

Percentage of members expected to sign up to the Code
28 Trade Associations responded to this question, of which the majority (72%) said they expect over half of
their members to sign up to the Code:

		• 43% expect 70% or more of their members to sign up.
		• A further 29% expect 51-70% to sign up.
•

Of the 28% who expected 50% or less of their membership to sign up, they were asked why. Most said 		
because their organisation represents a mix of members ie not just manufacturers. As such, the Code isn’t
directly relevant or applicable to all of their members, or not just yet.

What % of members do you expect to sign up to the Code? (Base - 28)

If Trade Associations expected less than 50% of their members to sign up they were asked why.
Summary responses below:
•

The Code is not applicable to many of our membership categories.

•

Supply members represent about 30% of our membership.

•

It’s a voluntary Code so it will suffer from that.

•

Without legislation, it is unlikely many will sign up. The benefits to smaller organisations are not clear.

•

Many members have construction products that do not have direct safety expectations.

•

Not immediately applicable to our members.

•

Not all members manufacture construction products.
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10.2

Respondents were asked what they will be doing to encourage members to sign up

In the main, trade associations and organisations said they would be actively promoting the Code to members via
regular communications to build awareness and understanding.
A few also mentioned that they would arrange training, seminars and working groups to guide members and
encourage buy-in.
There were also a few mentions around the possibility of embedding the Code as part of membership criteria.

11. Any Other Comments - TA
The consultation ended by asking trade associations and organisations: ‘Are there any other comments you would
like to make at this stage with regards to the Code, its implementation, its policing or its enforcement?’
Most respondents provided in-depth comments to this question. Some common themes identified within the
comments are listed below:
• Practical application and auditing/enforcement of the code
• Clarification relating to the role of Trade Associations
• Differing information requirements for different types of product
• Industry wide adoption and engagement
• Compatibility between data standards and link with existing certification schemes
• Sustainability
• Clarity on training and competence requirements
• Clarity on cost/time/resource commitment to implement
• Traceability and unique identifiers
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Code for Construction
Product Information
Industry Consultation - Results

PART 2:
Providers & Users (P&U)
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12. Respondent Profile – P&U
12.1

Respondent Type

• 72% of Providers completed the consultation on behalf of their company, and 28% was based on personal 		
opinion.
• For Users, the split was 51% on behalf of their company and 49% based on personal opinion.
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12.2

Providers by Product Sector

In terms of product sector coverage, it was broad among Providers. However, it is to be expected that the
interest in this Code will be higher within certain supplier groups.
• The largest representation was Roofing/Cladding/Insulation.
•

‘Other’ responses are listed.

Providers by Product Sector (Base - 112)

12.3

Users by Business Type

The chart shows the mix of respondents in the User category.
Which of the following best describes your type of business?
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12.4

Respondents by Size

The chart below shows the size of companies the respondents work for, grouped into small, medium and large sized
businesses.
Approximately how many people are employed in your organisation?

• Larger businesses dominate among the Providers (manufacturers and distributors with own brand ranges).
Larger manufacturers are more likely to have the resource, knowledge and opinions on this complex subject.
• Given the concerns about the impact on smaller manufacturers identified in the consultation, this subcategory is weaker. However, some smaller manufacturers also chose to let their Trade Association speak for
them.
• The majority of Users were small businesses, influenced by a higher number of individual consultants
and smaller specifier practices. Over a quarter of respondents worked for a company with more than 250
employees.

12.5

Job Titles, Positions, Experience & Main Responsibilities

In terms of level of seniority, the largest group was Directors at almost half of provider respondents, with a further
6% in a ‘Head of ’ position and 37% in a ‘manager’ position. The split was similar for Users, with the majority holding
very senior positions.
• Nearly 90% of Providers and 80% of Users are director, head of, owner or manager and represent the people
we aimed to seek views from.
• The largest groups of respondents hold relevant technical, marketing & product management, senior 		
management and quality/compliance roles.
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Providers

Providers
(Base)

Director

45%

50

Manager

37%

Head of

6%

Engineer
Other

Level of Position

Users

Users
(Base)

Director

41%

28

42

Manager

16%

11

7

Head of

13%

9

3%

3

Associate/Partner/
Owner

10%

7

9%

10

Engineer/Architect

6%

4

100%

112

Other

13%

9

100%

68

Level of Position

In terms of the types of positions, the largest group for Users were Senior Management (Owners, CEOs, MDs etc.
that didn’t indicate a specialism) at 53% of respondents. For Providers, the largest groups were those in a technical
capacity or in a marketing role.
Providers

Providers
(Base)

Type of Position

Users

Users
(Base)

Technical

29%

33

Senior Management

53%

36

Sales/Marketing

23%

26

Technical/Engineer

12%

8

Senior Management

19%

21

Sales/Marketing/Digital

12%

8

Quality/Compliance
Regulatory

10%

11

Admin/Contracts

7%

5

Design & Specification

3%

3

Operations

3%

2

Operations

3%

3

Other

13%

9

Strategic
Development

3%

3

100

68

Commercial

2%

2

Other

9%

10

100%

112

Type of Position

The majority of respondents have longstanding experience in the industry, with 32% of Providers and 43% of Users
having worked in the construction industry for 30+ years.
How many years have you been working in the construction industry?
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The main responsibilities of respondents reflect the job roles the consultation was targeting.
•

Among Providers, the largest categories were producing technical information (63%) or producing marketing
information (49%), closely followed by researching construction products (46%).

•

Among Users, the largest categories were researching construction products (43%), being involved in product
selection and responsible for all decision making (37%).

What are the main responsibilities of your current role?

Among those that said ‘None of These’, the following were mentioned:
Providers
•

Admin.

•

I create training material for both employees and customers. I have responsibility for BIM related data.

•

I work in a department responsible for standards and regulation compliance.

•

I manage compliance matters and IT systems.

•

Company compliance regarding product information.

•

Responsible for product portfolio, market positioning and P&L.

•

Managing the product portfolio in the UK.

•

Legislative Technical Insights and cross functional technical development support on products and
systems.

•

This survey response has been developed with those in the business who have responsibility for
marketing and development of product information.
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Users
•

Advisor to construction teams.

•

Certificate products and Service providers.

•

Contracts Administration/Applications/Invoicing.

•

Finance.

•

Head of unit.

•

HSQE and Compliance Role.

•

I manage the digital and data aspects of construction project delivery.

•

I performance specify.

•

I provide advocacy relating to administration of technical requirements and policy positions including in
relation to building products and materials.

•

Office Manager, Health & Safety & PA Duties.

•

Our role is to engage with Competent Electricians about Legislation, Technical Standards and implications
on their accreditation.

•

Paperwork and ordering.

•

Sales and Estimating Solutions.
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13. Overall Impression of the Code - P&U
13.1

How easy is the Code to understand?

The Code is generally considered easy to understand:
• 67% of Providers and 61% of Users say it’s either very easy or fairly easy to understand.
• 8% of Providers and 7% of Users think it’s very difficult or fairly difficult to understand.
How easy is the Code to understand?

13.2

To what extent does it meet expectations of a Code for Construction Product Information?

• Overall, the extent to which the Code meets expectations (either completely, almost or partially) was 		
93% among Providers and 83% among Users.
• Over a third of Providers and just under a quarter of Users say the Code ‘completely’ meets their 		
expectations.
• A further 42% of Providers and 40% of Users say it ‘almost’ meets expectations.
• Only a small percentage say it doesn’t meet expectations at all.
To what extent does it meet your expectations of a Code for Construction Product Information?
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Respondents were asked if they thought anything was missing from the Code in its current form.
•

Although the proposed Code is easy to understand and meets the expectations of Providers and Users, over
a third of both respondent groups felt something was missing. See chart below.

Is anything important missing from the Code in its current form?

Comments by Providers were around the following points, and are summarised in more detail in the table:
•

Practical application and auditing of the code

•

Differing information requirements for different types of products

•

Industry wide adoption of independently managed unique identifiers

•

Legislation

•

Compatibility between data standards

•

Sustainability

•

Clearer definition of scope

•

Clarity on training and the assessment of competence

•

Clarity on what is expected and cost

•

A credible audit process by an independent party
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PROVIDERS: Missing from the Code in its current form - Summary
•

The provision of design services for design and build where a manufacturer builds bespoke, made to
order products and makes claims about a product they will be designing but has not yet manufactured.

•

Post-Brexit rules and requirements, and whether audits cover non-UK product information.

•

More consideration to environmental and sustainable elements.

•

Clarity on risk and insurance requirements and the lines of responsibility and accountability, particularly in
relation to product installation.

•

Cross referencing with current legal requirements with regards to advertising standards, or with
legislation such as the CPR construction products regulations.

•

Clearer guidance with regards to system responsibility.

•

Clarity on costs involved on registration and annually, and on what basis eg company size or the quantity
of products being registered to the Code.

•

Legislation forcing all in the construction industry to comply, from design to demolition.

•

A list of product groups covered by Building Regulations setting out what are the exact standards to be
met to achieve compliance.

•

No detail on how the peer review process would work.

•

Version control should be specified as whole integer - issue 1, 2, 3 etc…

•

Reminder of best practice with acronyms – first use in a document they should appear in full.

•

A full test description on a data sheet adds to the administrative burden of upkeep especially where a
product has many tests all with differing validity. Some product documents could be in perpetual update
– the wording “report available upon request” should be used instead.

•

Stop companies from using asterisks to mark claims and then explaining these further down the page.
There is the possibility that the font size of the explanation associated with the asterisk will be smaller
than the rest of the text making it seem far too much like the ‘small print’ that seems to try to hide away
important clauses in many a contract document.

•

Include mocked up ‘ideal’ scenarios for Clauses 4, 5 and 9 which would typically include proprietary
information.

•

More guidance on how to interpret the clauses on a practical level. Perhaps the Code should be
accompanied by some kind of user guide to help companies understand the levels of compliance required
e.g. examples of what evidence might be needed to satisfy the auditors of compliance.

•

More emphasis on accountability across the supply chain with regards to ensuring product integrity.
Shouldn’t just lie with the manufacturer. A better approach would be to have all third parties aligned with
the Code so that manufacturers can be assured that the good work they start on compliance will be
followed throughout the supply chain.

•

All images shown must be the actual products and not stock images.

•

Better clarification around processes and understanding the accessibility of CPIL to address queries on
start-up and ongoing.

•

Ensuring that any and all changes to Building Regs/Approved Documents are explicitly communicated to
members. Minor changes may result in some literature becoming inaccurate/outdated and no longer in
line with the Code.

•

Clarity on whether ongoing assessment of staff is required to ensure competence.

•

Clarity on who decides on potential breaches to the Code, and how breaches will be dealt with and
communicated to the wider industry.

•

Clarity on how technical competence is defined/tested.

•

Tighten up durability statements, which are open to exaggerated claims.

•

Clear definition of what is in scope.

•

Where does BIM come in?
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•

Clarity around legal status of the Code and the grievance/complaints procedure.

•

Detail missing in respect of sign off process (Clause 1), version control (Clause 2) and competent
person(s) (Clauses 1 and 11). Many companies, especially SMEs will need guidance as to what this looks
like in practice.

•

More detail is needed around what is acceptable and not acceptable and how the various content clauses
inter-relate to other existing standards eg CE marking, DoP’s and BBA certificates, ISO 45001.

•

Better clarity on how peer reviewing will be checked.

•

More clarity on the policing and quality control process, and on penalties for non-compliance.

•

Clarity & consistency - provide examples of what is and isn’t acceptable.

•

Consideration to audiences - if supplying to a distributor the product could go into a wide range of end
uses; trade associations should also be covered as they provide a large amount of information.

•

More detailed information regarding the assessment process and fees to help businesses plan the
necessary time, resource and budget requirements. Further information regarding renewal and ongoing
assessment to aid planning and resourcing.

•

A matrix of the 11 Clauses against all acceptable ‘formats’ of information, ie a route to compliance, would
be helpful for businesses undertaking a review of existing systems.

•

Sector specific guidance would be helpful.

Comments by Users were around the following points, and are summarised in more detail in the table:
•

Alignment with existing standards

•

Consistency and clarity, concern for different interpretations

•

Definitions

•

Clarity on policing and enforcement

•

Unique ID, standard QR code, batch detail

•

Practical applications, case studies, best practice

•

Product data in BIM

•

Sustainability aspect, environmental data

•

Auditing and downstream, distributors, customers etc.

•

Consideration for those that are already regularly audited and comply

•

Clarity on non-standard products, components, bespoke, location based etc.
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USERS: Missing from the Code in its current form - Summary
•

Checking, policing and enforcement.

•

No reference to a unique ID.

•

Code doesn’t appear to sufficiently cover the use of product data in a BIM environment.

•

Product attributes must have consistent names and units so that they can be compared.

•

Annual checks to ensure compliance.

•

More detail on how to implement and document compliance to the Code, and more detail on how to
present data in a clear, unambiguous way so it’s easier for specifiers to compare competitor products.

•

Easier for those that have ISO9001 systems in place but more guidance or a process would be needed for
others.

•

Confirm any costs associated with approval/compliance.

•

More prompts for environmental data, especially carbon, LCA, materials, water, energy, recycled content,
plastics content, circularity, product passports for second life.

•

The Code lacks clarity on the intended user of the information eg the designer, developer and regulators/
assessors.

•

For some key products the new Building Safety Regulations are likely to result in needing to track product
batch numbers to specific installation locations. The Code therefore needs to include the need for a
standard QR code that acts as the unique identifier and also includes details regarding the batch. This
will then overcome the complexities of tracking individual products from source through distribution and
subcontractor to specific site locations.

•

Process driven Code based on thorough digital ways of working.

•

The Code is light on the principles of circular economy, embodied carbon/sustainability. A key
consideration as the industry works towards zero carbon.

•

Explanation of costs.

•

Context and alignment of the Code in relation to product data and exchange standards. Insufficient focus
on upstream independence and quality of certification body processes and standards. Insufficient focus
on downstream contractor installer compliance.

•

Installer certification

•

Cost of registration and timescales for achieving compliance. Recognition that some product groups are
more complex than others, requiring far more work and resources to achieve compliance.

•

A periodic review of merchants and distributors to ensure no changes arise that should be documented.

•

Clarity on what is meant by Inspection Testing and Record Keeping.

•

Environmental Product Declarations.

•

Independent integrity and scale to enforce it beyond doubt.

13.3

The Five Acid Tests (Users)

Users were asked to what extent they think the Code will ensure information meets the five acid tests: Clear,
Accurate, Up-to-date, Accessible and Unambiguous. The rating scale was 1 Not At All to 5 Yes Completely.
• Overall, Users were most confident that the Code would completely or almost ensure information is Clear
(68%), Accurate (63%) and Accessible (61%).
• The number of respondents that did not think the Code would meet the five acid tests was below 20% in
each case.
• Clear received the highest mean score of 3.75. Unambiguous received the lowest mean score, at 3.43.
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To what extent do you think the Code will ensure information is... (Users - 68)

13.4		 Improving the Availability, Consistency, Quality & Reliability of product information (Users)
 sers were asked to what extent they thought the Code would help improve the Availability, Consistency, Quality
U
and Reliability of manufacturer product information, and the process for making product substitutions. The rating
scale was 1 Not Improve At All to 5 Greatly Improve.
•	
T he Code is expected to have the most positive impact on Availability and Consistency of manufacturer product
information with 63% and 67% of Users respectively saying the Code would help to Greatly Improve
(scored 5) or Improve (scored 4) these areas. The mean score for these two attributes were 3.74 and 3.71
respectively.
•	
4 4% of Users thought the Code would improve The process for making product substitutions the least, with a
mean rating score of 3.35.
To what extent do you think the Code will help improve... (Users - 68)
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Users were also asked to what extent the Code would help improve their understanding of certain attributes, using
the same rating scale of 1 Not Improve At All to 5 Greatly Improve.
•	
The Code is expected to have the most positive impact in the areas of ‘ensuring the product is used, installed
and maintained correctly’ and ‘ensuring it meets the required performance…’, with 64% and 59% of Users
respectively saying the Code will help them to Greatly Improve (scored 5) or Improve (scored 4) their
understanding in these areas. The mean score for these two attributes were 3.60 and 3.56 respectively.
•	
Users (46%) are least confident that the Code will help them to Greatly Improve or Improve their
understanding of ‘technical information language used’. The mean score was 3.35.
To what extent do you think the Code will help improve your understanding of... (Users - 68)
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14. Importance & ability to comply - 		
P&U
14.1 Importance of complying with the new Code (Providers) / Importance of each Clause in setting the
standard for construction product information (Users)
Providers were asked how important they think it is to comply.
•	
86% of Providers thought it was very or fairly important to comply.
•	
Only 6% said it was unimportant or totally unimportant.
How important is it to comply with the new Code?

Users were asked this question in a different way. They were asked to rate each Clause of the Code based on how
important it will be in setting the standard for construction product information. The rating scale was 1 Totally
Unimportant to 5 Very Important.
In general, the consensus is that each of the Clauses are important:
•	
Clause 4, which covers specific information relating to certification, classification and industry standard scored
top for importance with an average score of 4.18. Eighty-two per cent of Users rated this Clause as Very
Important (score 5) or Important (score 4).
•	
Clause 10, which covers visibility of technical helpline on your website, received the lowest importance score,
with an average rating of 3.81.
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Importance of each Clause of the Code (Users - 68)

14.2	Does your company already comply with any of the Clauses? (Providers)
 he number of Providers that already comply with the Code appears to be relatively high, but varies for each
T
Clause.
It should be noted that a high percentage of this respondent group is made up of large companies that are more
likely to have processes and product/category managers, marketing and compliance teams, and therefore may be
more likely to already comply than smaller companies. Even so, the results are positive.
•	
O ver 90% of Providers say their companies already completely or mainly comply with four of the Code’s
clauses; 3, 4, 5, and 7; while only 1% or below said they didn’t comply at all to these clauses.
•	
Complete compliance was lowest for Clause 11: ‘Robust training programmes to ensure that everyone
conveying ‘product information’ is competent’.
•	
Complete compliance was highest for Clauses 4 and 10.
Does your company already comply with any of these Clauses? (Providers - 112)
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14.3 To what extent will each Clause in the Code be a barrier to comply? (Providers)
Providers were asked to what extent Process, Resource and Budget would provide a barrier to compliance for each
of the Clauses of the Code. The rating scale was 1 No Barrier to 5 Significant Barrier. Overall, the average scores
do not indicate any major barriers to compliance on the whole.
•	
T he lowest means for Process, Resource and Budget are for Clause 3: Use of plain English to ensure accurate
representation of ‘Product Information’ and performance claims, and Clause 10: Ensure technical helpline contact
details are visible on your website.
•	
T he highest means for Process, Resource and Budget are for Clause 11: Robust training programme to ensure
that anyone conveying ‘Product Information’ is competent, indicating this could be a barrier to compliance for
some companies. Fourteen per cent said this would be a significant barrier in terms of budget considerations.
•	
In general, resource is more of a barrier than budget or process for most of the Clauses, something which is
also reflected in the comments.
The table below shows the mean score by Clause for Process, Resource and Budget.
(1 No Barrier to 5 Significant Barrier)
Clause

Process

Resource

Budget

1. Documented sign-off process for creating ‘Product Information’

1.91

2.20

1.86

2. Formal version control process for all ‘Product Information’

1.83

2.15

1.96

3. Use of plain English to ensure accurate representation of
‘Product Information’ and performance claims

1.50

1.69

1.62

4. Specific information re Certification, Classification and Industry Standard

1.68

2.00

2.19

5. Verifiable information when making any product performance claims

1.70

2.11

2.27

6. Descriptive and physical characteristics of the ‘Construction Product’ on
website

1.78

2.06

1.86

7. ‘Product Information’ consistent with Manufacturers’ supplied products

1.61

1.88

1.72

8. Clear information on handling, installation, operation, maintenance and
disposal of ‘Construction Products’ on website

2.04

2.33

2.04

9. Guarantees/warranties used in ‘Product Information’, state what is: covered, excluded and required to comply with its terms

2.05

2.13

1.96

10. Ensure technical helpline contact details are visible on your
website

1.55

1.74

1.61

11. Robust training programme to ensure that anyone conveying
‘Product Information’ is competent

2.35

2.77

2.59

The chart below compares Providers’ views on how easy it will be for them to comply, with Users’ views on how
easy it will be for manufacturers to achieve compliance.
• Of the Providers, 40% said it would be fairly or very easy.
• 29% of Providers said it would be fairly difficult or very difficult.
• The results were very similar among Users.
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How easy will it be for manufacturers to Comply?

14.4 Concerns over the ability to comply (Providers)
Providers were asked if they had any concerns around their own company’s ability to comply with the Code.
•	
With Providers’ high level of compliance and their general positive attitude towards the introduction of a Code,
it’s reassuring that over half (57%) also say that they don’t have any concerns around their company’s ability to
comply. However, just under 4 in 10 Providers (37%) did express concerns. See chart below.
Overall, are there any concerns around your company’s ability to comply?
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• Of those who commented, many had more than one concern.
•	
Analysis of the concerns given by Providers show that the key concerns were around the cost and time it might
take to reach full compliance, as well as concern around resource generally. Concern over having to disclose
commercially sensitive information was also high on the list.
• A number of respondents also said they wanted further clarification in order to be able to comply.  
Provider Concern (Base: 112)

% Mentioned

Cost

34%

Commercial sensitivity

32%

Timescale

25%

Administrative burden

23%

Resource

23%

Control of information – customers, distributors, 3rd parties

20%

Testing requirements

20%

Clarification needed on compliance

18%

Specific Products/Applications/Bespoke/Batches

16%

Audit process

11%

Competence

11%

Liability

11%

Roles & responsibilities

11%

Small businesses

9%

Overall benefit

7%

Different audience needs, some don’t require all

7%

Others:
•
•
•
•
•

14%

Another layer of certification
End of life
International
Need BIM
Process improvements needed
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15. Implementing the code - P&U
15.1

Expected time to achieve full compliance with the Code

A question on how long it might take to achieve full compliance with the Code was asked of both Providers and
Users. Many said when commenting they would need more clarity on what would be required to achieve full
compliance to be able to say.
•	
A mong Providers, 29% think full compliance with the Code could be achieved within 12 months. However, a
further 29% think it’s more likely within 2 years.
•	
Users are more optimistic, with 42% saying they see manufacturers achieve full compliance within 12 months.

Expected time to achieve full compliance with the Code

15.2 Cost to achieve full compliance with the Code (Providers)
Providers were asked how much they expected it to cost to achieve full compliance. Ninety-nine of the total base
responded to this question.
•	
Quantitative analysis of this question was difficult, as estimates ranged from ‘Free’ to ‘£3m’, and from ‘Minimal’
to ‘Too much’.
•	
O ver 4 in 10 respondents were unable to give a view on cost, stating it was too difficult to approximate
without more information or understanding the Code more specifically, or without a full assessment of the
resources that would be needed.
•	Responses are summarised in the following table.
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How much do you expect it to cost to achieve full compliance?

How much do you expect it to cost to achieve full compliance? Base: 99

Providers
% of respondents

Don’t know/can’t put a figure on it yet/needs more scoping to confirm cost

43%

Approximated a figure ranging from a few thousand to over £1 million

35%

Don’t anticipate large costs or don’t see budget as the limiting factor

4%

Minimal/Free

8%

Too much

3%

Other comments

7%
Total

100%

In terms of what Providers think will be required, it ranges from employing an extra part-time person to a complete
organisational change and new systems. The answers depend on the extent to which a company already complies
with some or all of the Clauses. The biggest concerns in terms of cost appear to be testing requirements, hiring
additional staff and potentially implementing new software.

15.3 What do you see as the ONE biggest challenge in implementing the Code? (Providers)
Providers were asked to state the one biggest challenge in implementing the Code. However, some mentioned
several. The responses are grouped into the chart, based on the share of mentions.
•	
A number of people mentioned the company would need to go through major changes:
		

-M
 oving online

		 - Culture change needed
		 - Digitisation
		 - Process improvements
		 - Digital transformation
•	
Many mentioned uncertainty regarding engagement, adoption and interpretation by others they work with;
contractors, distributors, customers and other suppliers.
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What do you see as the ONE biggest challenge in implementing the Code? (Providers - 102)

15.4 Concerns by Users over how Providers will choose to implement the Code
Users were asked whether they had any concerns around how companies may choose to implement the Code.
Almost half of Users (49%) have concerns. These include:
• Different interpretation of the Code by different parties
• Some larger companies have systems in place - concerns about SMEs
• Certain companies will always get round the system
• Not wanting to share certain data in the public domain
• Cost and time
• Bespoke work, repairs, components
• It’s voluntary
• Auditing/accreditation/policing
• Roles & Responsibility
• Engagement and uptake. Companies choosing certain ranges
• Overseas suppliers/parent companies
• Does not support live or ongoing development, and innovation
• Business is cost driven and that overrides specification
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Do you any concerns around how companies may choose to implement this?

A more detailed breakdown of concerns from Users is summarised in the table below:
Concerns around how companies may choose to implement the Code - Summary
•

It’s a big culture change. Some companies will adopt it easily. Others will find it hard.

•

Concerns over the ability of manufacturers to structure product data. All products require a simple
unique ID such as a Barcode or Luckins TSI Code.

•

Companies will always find a way to get around the system.

•

Lack of resource to implement.

•

Use of product data templates, BIM content libraries etc that will make it difficult to comply with the
Code, and manage compliance. A form of certification for third party BIM content libraries / providers is
needed too, where a significant amount of product data is accessed for the first time.

•

Inconsistent data formatting.

•

Need more guidance on best practice and detail of the assessment process, otherwise it’s potentially
open to interpretation. For example, some businesses may be ISO 9001 accredited which may meet the
CCPI assessment requirements yet SMEs may not have the relevant resource or technology to support
the CCPI.

•

How the Code impacts different parts of the supply chain involved in the development of the project eg
Manufacturers, Client, Contractor, Sub-Contractor, Merchant, Installer etc.

•

Lack of awareness, lack of understanding, clarity on obligations.

•

Standardisation of names of attributes will be necessary.

•

Ambiguous in areas and therefore open to interpretation. Concern over how it will be policed.

•

Important to be clear regarding product substitution. For example, if a cheaper option is offered, it must
conform to protect in 100% of cases and not put anyone at harm in the future.

•

Larger companies are better placed to implement the Code as they have systems in place already. Smaller
companies might not have the resource.
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•

Trust is essential. Some may decide to cut corners when submitting proof of product information.

•

It is voluntary not mandatory. If not enough companies implement it, it has little validity.

•

Resistance to share data publicly.

•

There is always a cost and commercial implication for testing and certification, so the larger companies
can budget for change; SMEs cannot, which results in taking risks or just “not bothering”. If cross industry
compliance is required then there has to also be a financial support framework to assist companies to
progress.

•

Formal third party certification schemes do not often cover the entire product range or family as variants
and substitutions often exist. Clarity is needed on how the scheme and Code will work for product
variances.

•

Commercial sensitivity around providing classification or test evidence.

•

Larger manufacturers with an active and well managed IS09001 QMS (and Kitemark) will find
implementation easy and straight forward, although they may consider these are already addressing the
requirements of the Code. SMEs are less well resourced and may find it more difficult and take longer.

•

Allowing manufacturers to use their own approach to using a “unique identifier” is likely to cause issues
with data capture and with aligning coding used by merchants.

•

Certain companies will always try to game the system.

•

Insufficient take up and engagement with the supply chain.

•

Manufacturers may pick and choose certain product ranges.

•

Owner/signer of the Code, must be at Exec level in a business.

•

Cost of implementation, time and resource.

•

Winning new business in the construction industry is largely cost/price driven, which often overrides
specification compliance.

•

Concerns of how clear and achievable it is, and how well it is policed. It must have genuine value for
those engaging with it, and for those relying on it as a badge of excellence.

•

It varies between products, some will be easy, some will be difficult. In particular imported products.
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16. Upholding the code - P&U
16.1

How Providers would like to be assessed

Providers were asked the following question: ‘Would you like to be assessed on the implementation of the Code
when you have completed all elements of it, or would it work better for your organisation to be assessed in stages?’
•	
T he majority – 74% of respondents - would like to be assessed in stages, while 26% wanted to be assessed on
completion of all elements.

16.2

Do you agree with the certification process outlined in the Code?

This question asked: ‘Much of the ‘policing’ of the compliance with the Code will be peer based. Do you agree with
the certification process outlined in the Code?’
The majority of both Providers and Users agreed with the proposed certification process. However, the number of
‘Don’t Know’ and ‘No’ responses suggest that a greater level of clarity on how this will work is needed. A number of
comments, in particular from Users, also indicated this was the case.
Do you agree with the Certification Process?

Those that didn’t agree were asked why they didn’t agree. Key points are bulleted below with a more detailed
summary in the tables that follow:
•	
Certification needs to be done by an independent third party: There is concern among Providers that selfcertification will not be enough. Among Users, there is concern about manufacturers getting round the
system.
•	
A number of respondents said it should use/extend existing certification schemes instead, or at least relate to
or work with these in some way.
•	
In certain market sectors there are third party assessment schemes businesses are audited against and there is
concern it may be unnecessary for businesses that already comply and have evidence of this.
•	
Respondents also said more clarity was needed on the particular issue of policing. A few people said if there
are no consequences for non-compliance, companies who invest to comply will be at a disadvantage.
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PROVIDERS: Why don’t you agree with the certification process? Summary
•

Because too much of the Code relies on self-compliance, which is already done by responsible
manufacturers. The ASA and trading standards have the ability to prosecute. The construction industry is
not outside current legislation, it just seems to forget that it’s there.

•

Without structural issues and training and competency within the procurement/buying aspects of
construction nothing will change from the implementation of such a Code.

•

The success and therefore the overriding focus of the scheme should be on compliance. The scheme
needs to concentrate on auditing and policing the communications made by member companies, and for
meaningful sanctions to be imposed where appropriate.

•

More clarity needed on how this would work in practice. How will it be managed and how would it avoid
competitors creating unwarranted and nuisance accusations?

•

Policing and verification should be via independent and unbiased third party.

•

Test data is often commercially sensitive and needs to be protected from being utilised by competitors
for reverse engineering, plagiarism. It is intellectual property.

•

The certification process will be long-winded and a significant bottle-neck. Getting through the process,
together with all the other manufacturers and their vast ranges of products and literature will be slow.

•

Alternative methods eg KIWA & BBA already go above and beyond while maintaining a company’s IP.
Perhaps working with such schemes would be a potential for overcoming IP issues with publication of
tests.

•

Peer policing relies on peer review of a manufacturer’s communications with potentially misleading
information being reported to an authority capable of making appropriate technical judgements. Setting
up that authority and effective reporting mechanism is the critical step. Ideally it works with the new
regulator and call support from trade associations.

•

Already covered by existing standards such as ISO 45001, DoPs and BBA certificates. This should provide
us with exemptions for this audit.

USERS: Why don’t you agree with the certification process? Summary
•

The Code is excellent and workable. But it needs active and extensive checking, policing and
enforcement to make it work, and for this to be as strong as the Code.

•

Peer pressure is only satisfactory when the peers are competent to review and critique information and
don’t attempt to undermine competitors. The ‘policing’ needs to be credible.

•

Potential issues with the certification process, adoption and end-use due to cost and timescales to
achieve certification. Important the scheme is nimble and responsive to changes to avoid unnecessary
delays.

•

For those who have a well managed QMS and relevant third party product certification, there should
be a separate provision for surveillance where there is evidence that controls already in-place can be
mapped and demonstrated against the Code.

•

No mention of TPC for installers which is at odds with products and Government policy.

•

Peer group means companies paying to be influencers. This document changes nothing of that because
the organisational framework and the relationship between the regulator and the producer is not
transparent or separate. Impartiality and robust policing is vital.
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16.3

Reporting non-compliant manufacturers to CPIL (Users)

Users were asked if they would report manufacturers to CPIL that were found not to be abiding by the Code.
•	
A mong the respondents, 65% said they would report a manufacturer, while 9% said they wouldn’t. The rest
were undecided.
Reporting Non-Compliant Manufacturers to CPIL
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17. Signing up to the code - P&U
17.1

Do you expect your company to sign up to the Code? (Providers)

•	
A total of 70% of Providers said they expected their company to sign up. Only 4% answered No, while over a
quarter of respondents were undecided.
•	
O f the few that said they wouldn’t, the reasons included:
- Won’t make a difference/Don’t see any benefit
		

- Not worthwhile

		

- The Code is all or nothing and doesn’t have a place for distributors

Do you expect your company to sign up to the Code?

Of the Providers who answered ‘Yes’ to the above question, they were then asked which of their product ranges
they would aim to cover. Ninety per cent said they would include all or most ranges. Only 4% said ‘A small selection’.
Comments by those responding ‘Other’ included some saying they would prefer to use a phased approach and
introduce it range by range; and some suggesting there was a need to take a risk-based approach to implementing
the Code.
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Which of your product ranges would you aim to cover?

17.2

Likelihood of specifying, stocking or installing compliant product ranges (Users)

Users were asked to what extent they were likely to specify, stock or install products from companies that sign up to
the Code over those that do not.
This question achieved a mixed result, and the percentage that answered ‘Never’ is unlikely to be a true reflection
of Users’ sentiment. This was evident from comments received (those that answered ‘Never’ were asked ‘Why
not?’), which indicated that a number of respondents did not have responsibility for specifying, installing or stocking
construction products.
Likelihood of specifying, stocking or installing products from
companies signed up to the Code over those that are not
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Users that answered ‘Always’ or ‘Often’ were asked: ‘How do you think the Code will be managed or policed in your
organisation to ensure that the products you specify/stock/install are from companies that have signed up to the
Code?’ A summary of the responses are shown in the table below:

How will the Code be managed or policed? Summary
•

As an agency working for producers and suppliers we will champion the code.

•

Via the Luckins Database.

•

Through our trade association membership and their verification scheme.

•

If clear product information is available, those products will “self-select” by being the easiest to process.
No policing will be necessary.

•

Culturally; part of the induction process; ongoing training; monitoring and management; review and
improve.

•

Internal audit process.

•

Robust in-house quality management systems, independently checked. Ensuring the correct certification
and information is in place across the whole product range.

•

By documented evidence.

•

It would be checked, like a tender submission, just like other certification schemes.

•

Additional clauses to be added to preliminaries, performance specifications and prescriptive specifications
referring to Code. Proactive Substitutions Analysis meetings to drive out ‘Or similar’. Assign responsibility
to the contractor to provide evidence and for the specifier to review. Drive out surreptitious substitution
by checking delivery tickets and materials packaging on site. Green Building calculator is being designed to
engage with cost issues and specification issues.

•

It will become part of our build quality assurance process.

•

Include the requirement in the Company’s performance specifications.

•

Set a survey up via our management process as part of ISO9001, requesting that companies sign up to
CCPI.

•

The use of specific software for the procurement process.

•

As part of our supply chain management and the way in which we authorise companies to be on our
supplier list. We may make it a mandatory requirement as long as it doesn’t restrict access to the market.
Integrate the classification or coding into BIM so can easily identify any products that do not contain
correct data.

•

Take every step to ensure our suppliers have signed or will be signing up to this Code.

•

Have them correctly registered on our quality system.

•

Request the supplier’s policies to ensure that they have signed up to the Code.

•

We will include in specifications and quality control procedures.

•

We will engage with Trimble and the TSI codes.

•

Through our ISO 2001 purchasing/supplier competence process.

•

We will implement processes to ensure all procedures are followed.

•

We would probably research products that have signed up to the Code, and collate a list for use by our
architect teams. If these were listed on a website and categorised then that would help.
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17.3 Thoughts on the potential introduction of a Supporter’s Accreditation? (Users)
Once the Code is launched, consideration will be given to introducing a Supporter’s Accreditation for companies
that demonstrate they are specifying, stocking or installing products from code-compliant manufacturers. Users were
asked about their thoughts on the potential introduction of this concept.
This was asked as an open question, and although the majority of Users that responded to this question were
positive towards the concept, some had reservations about certain aspects and felt more clarity was needed.
Users whose sentiment was negative, commented that it could limit product choice and impact on smaller
companies, or that it is not necessary.
User views on a Supporter’s Accreditation - Sentiment (Base: 57)
(Positive / Neutral / Negative)

A summary of responses by Users whose sentiment was positive towards a Supporter’s Accreditation is shown in
the following table. As mentioned above, this group of respondents agreed in principle, but some highlighted the
need for better clarity or that consideration is given in other areas in order for the Accreditation to work effectively.
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Positive thoughts on a Supporter’s Accreditation - Summary
•

A good idea but the benefits would need to be clearly understood by clients.

•

A good idea, but may limit the choice of products available to the end user initially. May also prevent
smaller companies competing in a level playing field in the early days.

•

A good step. There may be a period of transition to allow the Code to establish itself.

•

A very important aspect of making this work.

•

It would be something we would likely support, though further discussion would be necessary to
understand it better.

•

Good but something missing.

•

Good concept and shouldn’t be too difficult to get it working quickly.

•

Good idea but will Architects & Main Contractors avoid non-compliant suppliers?

•

Good idea, but needs to be managed via a single version of the truth, and kept up-to-date.

•

Good idea. It will need significant and prolonged promotion.

•

Great idea, so many companies launch ambiguous information, hopefully there will be an external audit
process for companies that adopt it.

•

It can only be a good thing and would ensure that the honest compliant companies survive if this system
was introduced.

•

Good idea in principle, but it’s unrealistic to expect a distributor to only stock Code compliant products,
or for specifiers to only specify them. It is crucial for the whole supply chain to support the initiative, and
to favour Code-compliant products, but there is a long way to go before the level of engagement will
be sufficient. Perhaps different levels could be introduced, based on the percentage of Code-compliant
goods involved?

•

Important to also get PR and Marketing agencies to sign up to follow the principles of the Code perhaps an addendum to the CIPR/PRCA/CIM Codes of Practice. It would potentially help to get more
manufacturers involved, backed by professional help with creating content, and also reduce the risk of
marketing ‘spin’.

•

The concept is a good one, but worry that it may lead to confusion amongst specifiers and contractors.
e.g. If a stockist is a supporter will people assume that all of the products they sell are covered by the
Code?

•

The concept is a good one. We will always be happy to support the clarification of industry standards,
and will always look into the accreditation of those which apply directly to us.

•

Intentions are good but it will have no validity if not enough companies sign up.

•

It is a great idea. Particularly if government will be looking to sole procure from CCPI products. Being
associated with the Code can only help convey best practice.

•

It would be a worthwhile addition to show that it is supported throughout the channel and should
motivate companies to sign up to the Code.

•

It’s a great idea. Providing a large proportion of our supply chain sign-up so we maintain a varied product
selection and fair tendering.

•

Nice idea but ‘supporters’ may not be strong enough, ‘policing’ may be better.

•

No problem with that.

•

Obviously this needs to be scaled as the Code is implemented, i.e. when the scheme starts there won’t
be enough manufacturers registered to cover every product in use. In addition, third party content
libraries / content providers / procurement sites should be included in this, they need to be managed to
ensure they have adequate version control and dispose of their content once a contract is up.

•

Positive.
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•

The sooner the better.

•

Think this is an excellent idea.

•

This would be positive and would help us to recognise accredited companies where relevant specification
information that we need can be gained.

•

Very good idea, but checks need to be made annually to make sure that they are compliant. For example,
site visits, especially larger ones.

•

Very sensible. Some form of accreditation adds company value.

•

We feel this may be a way forward.

•

Yes providing this is adopted as a criteria when clients are selecting contractors.

•

Yes. The drive will come from the specification stage. The CCPI compliance will be specification driven.
This will also give confidence to end users on product selection.

Users were then asked ‘Do you think such an accreditation would encourage more users of product information to
work with Code-compliant manufacturers?’
•	
T he response was positive: 88% said ‘Yes’, while 12% answered ‘No’.
Finally, Users were also asked how likely they would be to sign up to such a scheme, using the rating scale of 1 Not
Likely to 5 Likely.
•	
4 4% of Users rated 4 or 5, indicating they are likely or quite likely to sign up.
•	
Just under 1 in 5 (19%) said it was not likely.

Likelihood of ‘signing up’ to the Accreditation
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18. Any other comments - P&U
The consultation ended by asking Providers & Users: ‘Are there any other comments you would like to make at this
stage with regards to the Code, its implementation, its policing or its enforcement?’

Providers
•	
63 out of the 112 Providers contributed additional comment.
•	
In the main the comments are supportive of the Code, and include suggestions for improvement in the areas
of data management and compliance.
•	
T he comments also emphasise concerns over cost, resource, competence, policing, accountability and take-up
across the supply chain. An adapted version of the Code for merchants/distributors was also mentioned.
•	
More clarity is also needed around how the Code will work alongside existing standards and certifications eg
BBA, ISO, CE/UKCA.

Users
• 28 out of 68 Users provided additional comment.
•	
Similarly to Providers, the comments are supportive of the Code and Users share similar concerns over data
management and compliance.
•	
A few respondents highlight the importance of CPI Ltd working closely with specifier organisations like RIBA
and other trade bodies like RICS, CIOB and NFRC to help drive the initiative forward, particularly as it’s a
voluntary Code.
A more detailed summary of additional comments from Providers and Users are shown in the following tables:

PROVIDERS: Additional comments - Summary
•

Making specifiers and designers aware of the importance of compliance and the inherent risks of selecting
materials where technical information has not been verified.

•

The initial costs based on size of organisation and ensuring adequate resource is available.

•

Cost of compliance. As it’s not a legal requirement manufacturers will only follow if they see a benefit.

•

The Code has to be part of all qualification documents in the same way as anti-slavery, ISO
environmental management etc.

•

Clear information is required on how this is going to be ‘marketed’, together with target organisations,
and expected uptake. It is a big and onerous process to go through.

•

Product traceability post-installation.

•

The value of a voluntary Code for the construction industry and for its members given the potential
extra costs and admin burden.

•

It needs to be a staged rollout because even for large companies it will take time to align exactly the
requirements specified.

•

The Code ultimately has to be rules based and not a set of guidelines.

•

The Code needs to address and put some responsibility on distributors/merchants.

•

The Code needs to be cross referenced with current legal requirements eg advertising standards, or with
legislation such as the CPR construction products regulations.
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•

Clarity on enforcement and reporting of non-compliant manufacturers.

•

The Code is based on compliance or non-compliance which may put some manufacturers off. Uptake
may be higher if different levels of compliance were possible, and recognised grades of compliance.

•

Ensuring an impartial and independent peer based review system.

•

Support and guidance are needed. Need to ensure it’s not just a box ticking exercise but embraced by all
companies and consistently monitored.

•

Allowances on cost of registration should be made for companies part operating in the construction
industry.

•

It’s a strong initiative but important it doesn’t become a bureaucratic box ticking exercise.

•

Consideration to how the Code will handle product information on those products which are recycled
or ‘seconds’.

•

Limiting the Code to UK operations for global businesses. Scope may need to be limited to the UK
website only.

•

It will take time to achieve compliance, so registered companies should be given a “working towards
CCPI” status with a 12 or 18 month time limit. The “two clicks for contact details” should only apply to B
(customers) and not C (householders).

•

Success of the Code depends on widespread take-up by suppliers and demand for it by the construction
industry. Take-up of the Code would improve if it became a requirement for membership of trade bodies
and other industry bodies; and for clients, specifiers, distributors, installers and others to require use of
the Code as a condition of supply.

•

The Code is the right thing for the industry and is valuable to suppliers and users alike. However, to
realise its value, it’s vital clients, specifiers, contractors and installers use the Code as a valuable tool for
the specification and procurement of construction products. Without their uptake there will be less
reason for product suppliers to remain committed.

•

It’s a very positive move towards increased compliance.

•

A real concern over the uptake of this scheme and the wider industry.

•

More clarity is needed on accountability across the supply chain.

•

Ensure it doesn’t become a big money spinning profiteering arrangement.

•

Clarity on how the Code be policed and how breaches/non-compliance will be managed.

•

Clarity on how the Code will dovetail into BBA certificates or CE/UKCA marking.

•

Concerns over how the volume of product information will be managed and where accountability lies for
that information. Suggestion to introduce a Construction Product Information (CPI) data sheet where a
manufacturer can communicate their product performance claims.

•

Accountability for product choice and ensuring the onus is also on the purchaser, installer and designer to
ensure they have selected the right product for the task.

•

Clause 1: Concern over the feasibility of manufacturers checking all downstream use of information. The
burden on cost and resource will be significant.

•

Clause 4: Sharing test results. Concern over IP and ensuring non-disclosure agreements when
appropriate.

•

Clause 5: Not always possible to indicate all inappropriate applications, therefore realistic expectations
should be included.

•

Clause 7: Test information should also be available if needed.

•

Clause 10: Alternative contact options should also allowed, e.g. webchat or web enquiry forms (with
committed response times).

•

A good step to establishing a benchmark that manufacturers have to measure up to.
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•

More guidance needed on what the Clauses deem as acceptable and not acceptable and how
the Code relates to existing standards like CE Marking, DoPs and BBA certificates. Guidance is
particularly important for SMEs who do not necessarily have dedicated staff to manage the Code
or the processes involved.

•

Validating and policing performance claims by manufacturers will be essential.

•

Ensuring manufacturers can’t pick and choose which products are assessed for the Code. It should be all
or nothing.

•

Consideration for a staged approach so as to be able to manage the volume of construction products
that are put through – perhaps starting with “high risk” product categories to speed up compliance on
these first.

•

The Code makes simplistic assumptions about how product information is produced, controlled and
distributed, and assumes products go straight to site. However, for system manufacturers this isn’t the
case.

•

Introducing a specific data sheet to include appropriate data, similar to a CE mark or DoP. This could also
form part of the golden thread of information in a project file.

•

A framework or road map for the auditing process, and an understanding of how to avoid duplication of
work or resource if for example, a manufacturer already complies to ISO9001.

•

Cost for achieving compliance and ongoing membership fees and renewal process.

•

Clarity is needed for larger organisations in particular on whether manufacturers can register products in
batches.

•

Suggestion that the Code focuses on a particular type of information that can be controlled more
easily e.g. a Construction Products Information Sheet (CPIS) that meets the CCPI. Manufacturers can
start upgrading their technical data sheets immediately without the need for another expensive audit
programme up front.

•

Cost should be based on number of products assessed not turnover as some organisations supply
different sectors and markets, and construction is just one of those.

•

Concerns over cost, time and resource to achieve compliance.

•

Suggestion for standardised competency training courses to ensure consistency of training and knowledge
across the industry, along with a common code of ethics.

•

The Code should be flexible regarding non-harmonised products and functions.

•

Clarity on how the auditing timetable of the Code will work around auditing timetables of other
standards eg ISO9001.

•

More clarification needed in the area of competency. Manufacturer adoption is only one part. Other
stakeholders also need to show adequate levels of process and people to deliver the guidance set, and
competency to understand the information received.

•

Further clarification and guidance is needed around the Code working with other standards, routes to
compliance/guidance, resource and implementation period and third parties.
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USERS: Additional comments - Summary
•

Brilliant code, simple, clear and strong. But the checking, policing and enforcement is light and formulaic,
and will be completely ineffective.

•

Is doesn’t seem to take account of existing working practices and mechanisms that already add value to
the industry. Needs to be more engagement with contractors and distributors.

•

Providers such as NBS or publishers of product directories should include a requirement for
manufacturers to confirm the Code had been followed as part of annual review process.

•

Very supportive of the Code in principle, but doesn’t go far enough. Does not cover sharing product data
through digital libraries/models sufficiently.

•

For the Code to work, it’s important to clearly state that there is also a responsibility for the end user to
check that the information they are using is the latest version.

•

For bespoke/customisable products, there needs to be a mechanism that ensures product information is
suitable for the manufactured product beyond what is displayed on a website.

•

Need to make sure that product data templates developed by external bodies do not include confusing
or ambiguous terms. If they do, then the manufacturer has little control.

•

As the CCPI isn’t legislative, we are reliant on all organisations within the construction sector to adopt a
consistent approach. This will be brought to life by a few great examples of Clients insisting on CCPI, Tier
1 contractors specifying this approach, and merchants adopting the Code and encouraging their supply
chain to provide the information.

•

This Code requires manufacturers to lead the way, but it will be dependent on resource, support and
guidance available.

•

It’s a great opportunity to get a consistent product data set integrated with the BIM programme. If we all
used Uniclass and maybe ETIM then consistency would certainly follow.

•

Clause 6: Packaging type and Pack size need to be considered more carefully.

•

The Grenfell Inquiry is a reflection of behaviour five years ago. There is already evidence of lessons learnt
so the industry is already changing. Too many barriers will restrict innovation and product development.
It’s the culture that needs changing.

•

Policing, annual checks on business compliance and installation compliance.

•

The practical implementation of the Code will be the challenge. Clients are cost sensitive, budgets are
forever being squeezed, as are programs of work. Unless a code of practice has the power of punitive
legislation behind it, corners will be cut.

•

A correctly applied Code would ensure greater efficiencies.

•

One single universal construction products body for the UK.

•

A long way to go yet before the Code can go live and all relevant organisations are signed up.

•

A marketing programme is needed to get all parties expecting, demanding, and using this initiative,
promoting it as part of the post-Grenfell step change.

•

The CPA needs to work closely with organisations like NHBC, CWCT, BBA, BSI and RIBA to ensure the
Code is officially recognised and has a perceived benefit to manufacturers.

•

As a voluntary code of practice it needs to have “teeth”, and those that breach it are disciplined and
shamed, especially for blatant misrepresentation of a product.

•

Ensure third party product certification schemes eg: Kitemark can be ‘mapped’ against all 11 Clauses.

•

Understanding the costs involved and how it will be enforced.

•

Clarity on data properties are crucial i.e. when considering safe manual handling, Nett weight and Gross
weight could be vastly different.

•

The Code only addresses part of the problem. It needs an holistic approach that includes proof of
installation compliance and an audit trail.
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•

The Code is a vital step in restoring trust. However, to drive real change and to reach as many
manufacturers as possible there needs to be clear benefits and consequences attached to compliance.
The support of RIBA and other major trade bodies eg NHBC, CIOB, NFRC is important. Direct
engagement with major developers will be more effective in helping to drive the initiative than the
Supporter’s Accreditation.

•

It’s a good initiative, but relies on individual companies acting responsibly.

•

Greater clarity needed around who the CIPL Board will report to.

•

Manufacturers should implement BIM, provide more BIM families or CAD files and exchange that with
engineers and BIM specialists.
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19. Summary - ALL
•	
O verall, the response to the proposed CCPI has been positive. The Code is considered easy to understand
and meets most respondents’ expectations, with some reservations.
•	
T he Code is also considered very important; it is evident that respondents feel something needs to be done
and that the Code is considered a crucial step in the right direction.
•	
T he enormous amount of comment received shows that many respondents have a keen interest, as well
as strong opinions, on what should be done to address the availability, consistency, quality and reliability of
Construction Product Information.
•	
Comments made show that more clarity is needed in some areas of the Code, particularly around the training
and competence requirements, and on what exactly is required to comply with the different Clauses.
•	
In addition, more clarity around how the scheme will be assessed, audited and ‘policed’, as well as practical
guidance on its implementation within organisations, was requested.
•	
A nother theme that emerged was that clarity is needed on how the Code fits in with other schemes and
certification processes companies are already assessed against, and that this differs widely between sectors,
with some more regulated than others.
•	
T he Code is likely to impact very differently on different types of businesses, with distributors looking for
more clarity on what the Code means for them.
•	
Consultation with Trade Associations revealed a much deeper understanding of how the introduction of this
Code will impact different groups across the supply chain.
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About CPA
The Construction Products Association is the leading organisation that represents and champions construction
product manufacturers and suppliers. This vital UK industry defines our built environment, providing the products
and materials needed for homes, offices, shops, road, railways, schools and hospitals. We provide our members with
unique expertise and support, including:
• tracking and advising on government policies and regulations
• engaging policy makers to develop effective, evidence-based policies and solutions
• driving consensus with members and the wider construction industry on major issues
• representing our members across industry-wide organisations and events
• producing authoritative economic, technical and sustainability commentary and publications

Our Objectives

Performance

Digitalisation

Decarbonisation

Improve the productivity,
profitability and outcomes
of our sector and the wider
industry

Drive the adoption of digital
technologies and processes
to make for a smarter, more
efficient industry

Advise government and
manufacturers on solutions
for lowering emissions

Our Industry
directly provides

373,000

jobs

working across

with its heart across the Midlands and North

24,000
companies

with an annual turnover
of more than

£61 billion

www.constructionproducts.org.uk

About MRA Research
MRA Research is one of the UK’s longest standing research and insight agencies specialising in construction, building
materials and home improvement markets. Research services include continuous and one-off customer satisfaction surveys,
brand mapping & positioning, competitive advantage surveys & competitor reviews, new product development, concept
testing, advertising & messaging and decision-maker research, product usage surveys, and market tracking. Research is
conducted according to the Market Research Society’s code of conduct.
www.mra-research.co.uk
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